VENACONTRA DILUTING
AEROSOL SAMPLER (VC-DAS)
Enables long and
stable operation

Adjustable sample
flows and
dilution ratios
VC-DAS

Suitable for
various aerosol
sources

DILUTING is often one of the most crucial
part of the aerosol sampling and measurement
systems. For most aerosol measurement setups, the target of the aerosol dilution system
is to dilute and cool the sample suitable for the
analysers and to preserve the sample as unbiased as possible.
THE VENACONTRA DILUTING SAMPLING SYSTEMS are designed to achieve these goals.
They provide stable and adjustable flow rates
and a well-conditioned dilution and mixing
process, which is essential in having desired
sampling conditions with minimal sampling artefacts.

Venacontra Diluting Aerosol Sampler (VC-DAS) is a combination of the Venacontra Porous Tube Diluter and the Venacontra Ejector Diluter providing a flexible
and reliable sampling system which operates well with process gases with very high

particle concentrations, such as combustion or nanoparticle synthesis. It offers wide range of dilution ratios with
stable sampling flow.
In the Venacontra Diluting Aerosol Sampler the sample is first drawn through a cyclone, to remove coarse
particles from the sample stream and then diluted in two steps, usually with filtrated and dried air. The first dilution is carried out in a porous tube diluter and the second dilution in an ejector diluter. The diluted sample can
be divided between different analyzers and particle sample collection systems. In combustion processes a partial
flow of the diluted sample is taken into a CO2 -analyzer to determine the dilution ratio of the sampling system.
The sampling system can be assembled either as an in-stack-cyclone configuration (see Figure 1a) or outstack-cyclone configuration (see Figure 1b). When using out-stack configuration, the cyclone and other possible
sampling lines must be heated and thermally well insulated to avoid cooling of the sample before dilution.

Venacontra is a Finnish company in the field of aerosol technology. We provide diluting aerosol sampling systems for
various aerosol environments. We have decades of expertise
in combustion processes, nanomaterial synthesis and aerosol sampling systems. We provide customised solutions and
expertise for designing your sampling set-ups.
See more and contact us on our website

www.venacontra.com
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Multi-outlet for several measuring devices also available
Non-clogging
ejector
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Porous tube
diluter

Easy connections
with clamps

Stabilising
heated line

Figure 1a.
Diluting sampling system with in-stack cyclone configuration.

Pre-cut cyclone

Figure 1b.
Diluting sampling system with out-stack cyclone configuration.

